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The Vision for Education at our Academy 

Jesus says, "I have come that they may have life and have it in all its fullness." 
John 10:10 

 
Our school vision is to ensure that God’s aspiration for us all, as expressed in Jesus’s words from John 10:10, is reflected 
in our aspiration for all of our children and staff to experience a full and rich life of learning, growing, helping, and 
caring for each other. 
 
We are an inclusive community where all are welcomed, supported and celebrated for all they are and for all they 
do. Our Academy is a place of, and a space for, flourishing and fulfilment because here… 

…we are 10:10 people. 
 
As a Christian Academy, we live and breathe our core values: 

• Respect 

• Courage 

• Hope 

• Friendship 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“For I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord, plans to prosper you 
and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.” 

 
Jeremiah 29:11 

“Be strong and courageous. 
Do not  

be afraid; do not be 
discouraged for  

the Lord your God will be with 
you wherever you go.”  

 
Deuteronomy 31:6 

“I no longer call you 
Followers. Instead I call 

you friends.”  
 

John 15:15 

“Show proper respect to everyone”  
1 Peter 2:17 
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Admissions Policy 2024 - 2025 

For admission to Year 5, St Edward’s Church of England Academy is part of Staffordshire 
County Council’s coordinated admissions scheme. However, admissions are the legal 
responsibility of the Trustees and the Academy is consulted regarding all applications.  
 
In-year applications will be processed by the Academy and the Local Authority advised of 
the application and the outcome.   
 
Should the number of applications received be greater than the number of places we have 
available, the Admissions Panel of the Trustee Board will meet to consider the applications 
and the following order of priority will be used to allocate the available places: 
 
1 Children in care and children who ceased to be in care because they were adopted (or 

became subject to a residence order or special guardianship order) including those 
children who appear (to the admission authority) to have been in state care outside of 
England and ceased to be in state care as a result of being adopted.  
 

2 Children who satisfy both of the following tests: 
Test 1: The child is distinguished from the great majority of other applicants either on 
their own medical grounds or by other exceptional circumstances. 
Medical grounds must be supported by a medical report (obtained by the applicant and 
provided at the point of application). This report must clearly justify, for health reasons 
only, why it is better for the child’s health to attend the Academy rather than any other 
school. 
 
Exceptional circumstances must relate to the choice of school and the individual child, 
i.e. the circumstances of the child, not the economic or social circumstances of the 
parent/carer. They should be supported by a professional report (obtained by the 
applicant and provided at the point of application), e.g. social worker. This report must 
clearly justify why it is better for the child to attend the Academy rather than any other 
school and: 

 
Test 2: The child would suffer hardship if they were unable to attend the Academy. 

Hardship means severe suffering of any kind, not merely difficulty or inconvenience, 
which is likely to be experienced as a result of the child attending a different school. 
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Applicants must provide detailed information about both the type and severity of any 
likely hardship at the time of application. 

 

3 Children living within the catchment area of the Academy. 
 
4 Children who have an elder sibling in attendance at the Academy and who will still be 

attending the school at the proposed admission date; (for admission purposes, a brother 
or sister is a child who lives at the same address and either: have one or both natural 
parents in common; are related by a parent’s marriage; are adopted or fostered by a 
common parent or are unrelated children who live at the same address, whose parents 
live as partners. 

 
5 Pupils whose parents request a place on religious grounds, based on: 
  

Applicants being able to provide a copy of a certificate of Baptism or certificate of 
Thanksgiving or Dedication for the Gift of a Child. Involvement in the past two years 
by the pupil or parents in the work and worship of a Christian Church.  Applicants will 
be asked to identify themselves as being either: 

• known to the church 

• attached to the church  

• at the heart of the church 
 

Guidance on these categories will be available on a Worship Community Reference 
which should be signed by a recognised representative of the Christian Church of which 
the pupil or parent is a part. The Worship Community Reference is a separate form that 
is attached to this policy or available from the School office.  It is essential that those 
applying on the grounds of religious preference request and complete this form.  The 
form needs to be submitted at the time of application. 

 
6 Pupils currently attending one of our named “Linked Schools”, these being Westwood 

First School (Leek), Woodcroft First School (Leek), All Saints First School (Leek), and St 
Edward’s First School (Cheddleton). Linked schools are all equal; there is no order of 
priority. 

 
7 Further places will be offered to parents who express a preference for their child to be 

educated in a church school.  
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8 For all other applications, and in the event of oversubscription in any category, priority 
will be given to the child based on distance as follows: 

 For those living in, or nearer to, Leek, the distance will be measured by a direct line from 
the front door of the child’s home address (including flats) to the main entrance of the 
Academy, using the Local Authority’s computerised measuring system.  Those living 
closer to the Academy (or, if located in Cheddleton, the church) will receive higher 
priority. 

Where it is not possible to accommodate all children applying for places within a 
particular category then the Academy will allocate the available places in accordance with 
the remaining criteria. If for instance, all the catchment area children cannot be 
accommodated at a school, children who are residents within the catchment area will be 
arranged in order of priority according to the remaining criteria. 

 

• EHCP. Pupils will be given priority if their statutory EHCP names the Academy as the 
most appropriate mainstream school that meets the pupil’s needs.   
 

• Repeat Applications. Repeat applications for pupils previously turned away due to over-
subscription will be processed as new applications 

  

• Late Applications. Late applications will be considered after all applications are received 
before the closing date has been processed. 

  

• Appeals.  If a place at St Edward’s Church of England Academy is refused, parents have 
the right to appeal to an independent appeals panel.  Appeal forms are available from 
the school office/website or www.staffordshire.gov.uk. 

  

• Waiting list.  Unsuccessful intake applicants will automatically be placed on a waiting list. 
The waiting list is ordered in accordance with the admissions criteria and will be kept 
until the end of the Autumn term, at which point forward, it will be disregarded 

 

• Catchment Maps. Copies of school catchment area maps are available from the Local 
Authority or Academy. 

 

• Home Address. The home address is considered to be the child’s along with their 
parent/carer’s main and genuine principal place of residence at the time of the 
allocation of places i.e. where they are normally and regularly living. If a child is resident 
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with friends or relatives (for reasons other than legal guardianship) the friends or 
relatives address will not be considered for allocation purposes. 

  

• Tie-Breaker. If we cannot distinguish between applicants using the criteria listed, such as 
in the case of children who live in the same block of flats, then the child or children who 
will be offered the available spaces will be randomly selected. This process will be 
independently verified.  
  

• Home to School Distance.  On behalf of the Academy, the local authority uses a 
geographical information system (GIS) to calculate home to school distances in miles. 
The measurement is calculated using the Ordnance Survey (OS) data from an applicant's 
home address to the main front gate of the school. The coordinates of an applicant's 
home address are determined and provided by the Local Land and Property Gazetteer 
(LLPG) and OS address point data.  

• Admission Outside of the Normal Age Group 

Parents may seek to apply for their child’s admission to the Academy outside of their normal 
age group, for example, if the child is exceptionally gifted and talented, or has experienced 
problems such as ill-health. 

These parents will need to make an application alongside children applying at the normal age 
which should explain why it is in the child’s best interest to be admitted outside of their 
normal age which may include information such as professional evidence as to why this is the 
case and why an exception should be made in the case of the child.  

A decision as to whether this is an appropriate course of action will be made by the Academy 
who will take into account the circumstances of the case and views of the Principal.  Parents 
do not have the right to insist that their child is admitted to a particular year group. 
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Westwood Road, Leek, ST13 8DN 
 Telephone: 01538 714740 
office@st-edwards.staffs.sch.uk 

  
Worship Community Reference Form 

 
Name of Child: 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Names of Parents: 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address:    _________________________________________________________  
 
______________________________________________Post Code: ____________ 
 
Name of Church:  
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Name of Minister:  ________________________Contact Telephone: ___________________ 
 
Signature of Minister _______________________________________ 
 
Dear Minister, 
 
The parents of the above child have applied for a place at St Edward’s C of E Academy.  I 
would be most grateful if you could complete the short questionnaire below concerning the 
pupil or parents’ involvement in your church.  All replies are in strict confidence and you 
may either hand the form back to the parents after completion or post directly to the 
Academy.  I would like to thank you for your time and if you need any further information 
please do not hesitate to contact me at the Academy. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
Mrs K Smith 
Principal  
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      Westwood Road, Leek, ST13 8DN  
Telephone: 01538 714740 

 office@st-edwards.staffs.sch.uk 
 
1) How long have you known this family? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
2) How frequently does the pupil/parents attend worship at your church? 
 
*weekly / monthly / occasionally / rarely / never / other attendance (please specify) 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

3) Apart from attending worship, are the parents involved in the life of your church? Please 
give brief details. 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4) Are the parents currently on your electoral roll or membership list? *YES/NO 
 
5) Is there any other relevant information you would like to add relevant to this application? 
 
 

* Please delete as necessary 
 

 

 

 

 


